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Abstract: This inquiry seeks to establish that the Indigenous population of North
America experienced a tragic fate as a result of British colonization and American
dominance. Upon the arrival of the English colonists, infectious diseases spread
rapidly, disrupting Native American’s way of life and also decimating their
populations. This inquiry examines two geographic areas—Virginia’s Eastern
Shore and the Midcontinent—in order to demonstrate how these diseases affected
Native Americans differently. Aside from the negative effects of the introduction
of new infectious diseases, Indigenous peoples endured genocide perpetrated by
English settlers as a means to gain greater control of their lands. Lastly, Indigenous
communities were also subjected to policies of systematic relocation, such as the
Indian Removal Act and the Dawes Act, which took away the land base used by
millions of Native Americans in North America.
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This inquiry seeks to establish that the members of the Indigenous populations of
North America subjected to British colonialism and later American domination
tended to suffer tragic fates. With the introduction of European diseases by the
English settlers, indigenous populations suffered tremendously as these diseases
spread throughout their communities—leading to real and significant population
decline. This inquiry considers two geographic areas, in particular, Virginia’s
Eastern Shore and the Midcontinent, which offer examples of the various ways that
indigenous nations were affected by European diseases. Despite the fact that
infectious diseases—like smallpox and measles—have been blamed for wiping out
a large portion of the Indigenous populations in the United States, genocidal
violence and policies of systematic relocation introduced by English settlers have
also contributed to the tragic fate of Indigenous nations that lived under British
colonialism and later American control. What is more, genocidal violence has and
continues to be inflicted on Indigenous populations, and policies such as the Indian
Removal and Dawes Act served as tools to systematically relocate millions of
those Indigenous to other parts of North America. These three main factors appear
to have shaped the tragic community experiences of the Indigenous populations in
North America.
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European Diseases
One of the many devastating repercussions of the arrival of the English colonists
on indigenous land was the spread of infectious and deadly diseases among
Indigenous communities. Diseases such as smallpox, measles, typhus, whooping
cough, and influenza, among others were introduced, and it would not be long until
they would quickly spread. George Milner, author of “Population Decline and
Culture Change in the American Midcontinent” found in the book Beyond Germs:
Native Depopulation in North America, highlights crucial factors such as the
frequency of interactions between Indigenous tribes and the organization of their
communities that determined the extent to which new infectious diseases would
penetrate and spread through Indigenous tribes. Related to the complex networks,
contagious and deadly diseases spread through Indigenous groups in a variety of
ways and were the groups were affected to varied degrees.
Unfortunately, Indigenous populations residing on Virginia's Eastern Shore
were forced to succumb to European diseases as early as the advent of the ill-fated
Roanoke colony in Years 1585/86. In his paper "Contact and Contagion: The
Roanoke Colony and Influenza," Peter B. Mires describes the Roanoke colonists'
transfer of a mysterious disease (most likely Influenza) to the Accomac group in
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Years 1585/86. When John Smith, organizer of the first successful British colony
in North America, met with the Accomac "werowance," he was told that their
people had been afflicted by an unknown disease with high mortality rates. The
Accomac, Accohannock, and the Powhatan chiefdom that lived across the
Chesapeake Bay were also affected by this mysterious disease. Because influenza
did not resemble smallpox or have prominent signs like rashes or other symptoms,
it was more likely to spread. According to Mires (1994, 36), the fatality rate of
these epidemics might be about 70-90 percent. However, influenza may not have
been the sole cause of mortality, but rather one of the many contributing factors to
the extinction of identifiable Indigenous groups.
On the other hand, George Milner (2015, 53) explains how the Indigenous
groups of the “midcontinent” were far more fortunate than the Indigenous tribes
living in Virginia's Eastern Shore in terms of infectious diseases. The midcontinent
refers to the area that stretches from the interior plateaus upwards to the Great
Lakes and from the western margin of the Appalachians to just beyond the
Mississippi River. Milner (2015, 64) indicates that archaeological research points
to population loss and societal transformation in midcontinental groups dependent
on both time and space. Milner elaborates that these epidemics were to blame for
early post-contact depopulation because illnesses with high mortality rates, such as
smallpox and measles, passed from person to person in an irregular manner.
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Fortunately for the Midcontinent's Indigenous tribes, the thirteenth-century
Mississippian chiefdoms that controlled this region in the past were distinguished
by their complex organizational structures and a history of intercommunal warfare.
Many individuals were forced to relocate as a result of the troubled relationship
between communities. Despite the difficult climate and tense intergroup tensions—
some communities did remain—but began to separate and distance themselves.
Milner (2015, 59) claims that the midcontinent's history of strained social
relationships and scattered settlement patterns provided some protection from
disease in the 16th century. Because of their history of poor social interactions,
midcontinental groups interacted less frequently. The distance between these
communities also made it far more difficult for these groups to spread contagious
diseases like smallpox and measles, which travel from person to person. However,
this proved insufficient to fully protect the population from epidemics since
midcontinental groups still had some contact with one another, as evidenced by the
nonlocal artifacts.
Not only did these diseases depopulate many Indigenous groups, but the
contagions also disrupted important family and community relationships,
according to Milner (2015, 65). When diseases spread among members of a close-
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knit Indigenous group, it became increasingly difficult for individuals to go about
their daily lives, as they had to deal either with death or experiencing others in
their community become incapable of performing essential community duties.
Milner (2015, 65) describes the effects of diseases on Indigenous communities
when he states, “Rapid, massive, and demoralizing losses of life from various
diseases were only the start of the problems faced when the entire fabric of society
was ripped apart (Milner et al. 2001; Thornton 1997)”. Milner (2015, 65) also
writes that many towns devastated by illness would have been enticing targets for
foes looking for retaliation. In the case that Indigenous tribes were attacked, it was
likely that entire Native American groups could go extinct as surviving members
would be forced to join other groups and lose their cultural identity.
Ultimately, what Mires and Milner shows us is that European diseases
affected indigenous populations in various ways. Some groups like the Accomac
tribe were severely affected as there was a large loss in population. For the
individuals living in the Midcontinent, their history of complex organized societies
and intergroup conflict aided them to remain a bit better off than other
communities. Nonetheless, both groups suffered from the death of community
members and the disruption of their daily lives as they witnessed their cultures
vanish.
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Genocidal Violence
In conjunction with community disruption and population loss caused by European
diseases, those Indigenous to North America had to simultaneously contend with
genocidal violence inflicted by English settlers. English colonists resorted to
genocidal violence among various other tactics in order to gain control over the
land and Indigenous groups. It has proved challenging to calculate with accuracy
the exact populations of those indigenous to the Americans when Columbus
arrived, but it is noted by Cameron et al. (2015, 6) that there were between two and
eighteen million classifiable as indigenous. Cameron et al. (2015, 6) also states that
in most recent research studies—such as Milner and Chaplin (2010)—it is
estimated that there were between 1.2 and 6.1 million individuals indigenous to the
Americas, which was calculated with the help of spatial density models. Many of
those communities vanished directly as a result of the arrival and contacts with
English colonists. Mires (1994, 31) points out that studies (Dobyns 1976) reveal
that after a century of European interaction, the indigenous population declined by
50 to 90 percent. A significant portion of the population loss has been directly
linked to genocidal violence.
Religion and race often served as tools justifying the destruction and
brutality that English settlers wreaked on the Indigenous populations. According to
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Cameron et al. (2015, 162), the argument that God preferred the English because
an unusual but miraculous epidemic decimated the Indigenous population was the
beginning of the long history of oppression of America’s Indigenous. Salisbury
(1982) highlights that despite the shift in attitudes towards the Indigenous
populations in the Americas throughout history, the views of the English settlers
always served to vilify those Indigenous communities. From thinking that it was
“God's will” that Indigenous communities were dying out at an alarming pace, to
seeing English people's success as the product of their civilization—which they
thought Indigenous populations lacked. This purported lack of civilization that
English people believed characterized Native Americans, was often attributed to
their race—regarding them as an "inferior race." These sorts of notions served as
justifications for the violence inflicted on Indigenous peoples, that was relied upon
for taking control over their territories.
What is known as the Indian massacre of 1922 served as but one of the
numerous attempts by English colonists to eliminate those Indigenous to what is
now known as the United States. Virtual Jamestown (1998), a digital research
website that seeks to explain Jamestown settlement through primary source
documents, and other secondary source materials, explains the events of the Indian
massacre of 1622. The Virginia Company, at the beginning of 1618, attempted to
integrate members of the Powhatan nation. Some of the integration measures
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included imposing the Christian religion and English social values. The Virginia
company even provided some of the members of the Powhatan nation with houses
and established funds for the education of Indigenous children. Despite the fact
that these measures of integration with members of the populations Indigenous to
North America appear to be leading to an improved relations between the two
societies, Virtual Jamestown (1998, para.1) notes that there was still a sense of
superiority among the English settlers in relation to Indigenous populations.
By 1622, English settlers made it evident that they intended to occupy most
of the land in Virginia through the use of violence. Virtual Jamestown (1998,
para.2) indicates that English settlers would also continue to try to “civilize” those
whom were referred to as “savages.” This alarmed the members of Indigenous
populations as they knew that their culture and land were in jeopardy. In the
Winter of 1622, Opechancanough, the chief of the Powhatan nation organized an
attack on the English colony with the intention that it would lead to the English
settlers' departure. The Powhatans murdered 347 English people during the attack,
burning their crops and livestock. The Virtual Jamestown (1998, para. 6) reveals
that the Virginia Company did not retaliate until mid-June. They sent weapons and
tools to Jamestown to kill members of the Powhatan nation. The English colonists
would not just attack once, like the indigenous nations had done, but attacked
multiple times. For many years following the Indian massacre of 1622, English
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settlers would destroy the crops of Indigenous nations by setting their crops on fire.
Virtual Jamestown (1998, para.8) claims that over the next few years, English
settlers killed a significant number of persons in comparison to the 347 slain by the
Powhatan nation.
Not only did Europeans directly kill members of indigenous nations in order
to seize their land, Cameron et al (2015, 174) explains that Europeans (English,
especially) also introduced novel practices of warfare, enslavement, and captivetaking for members of indigenous communities. It has been recorded by many
scholars that there was a history of small-scale warfare, captive-taking, and slavery
in indigenous societies prior to colonization. Cameron et al (2015, 176) describes
that these practices were mainly done to increase or show the social status of
males. Captives were seen as prestige goods and usually remained close to their
captors. Captives were also exchanged from one tribe to another to show their
alliance and friendship.
However, with the arrival of Europeans— notably the English—captivetaking practices and warfare changed fundamentally. Cameron et al. (2015, 177)
writes that instead of increasing social rank or preserving social links with other
tribes, captive-taking and warfare became ways to increase the supply of labor for
European colonists. This author goes on to stress that changes in how captivetaking and warfare was viewed led to an increase in such practices. Increases in
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warfare and captive-taking activities in indigenous communities meant that there
were more opportunities for European colonists to buy or negotiate for these
captives.

Systematic Relocation
As English settlers expanded to the southeast and west, there was a widely shared
opinion that the indigenous nations posed impediments to desired rates of
expansion. Cameron et al (2015, 161) underlines that increases in English
population, high fertility rates, and English immigration demanded for more land,
leading to the displacement of native inhabitants. Laws permitting the relocation of
thousands of Native Americans were subsequently imposed. Two of these
legislative acts—noted above—were the Indian Removal Act of 1930 and the
Dawes Act.
Thousands of indigenous populations were displaced from their homelands
as a result of the Indian removal legislation of 1830. President Andrew Jackson
signed this into law on May 28, 1830. The Indian Removal Act made it permissible
for the president to evict members of Indigenous nations residing east of the
Mississippi River and force the relocation to west of the this big river. Under
section 5 of the Indian Removal Act (1830), the U.S government enticed the
Indigenous populations who lived there by offering financial aid and also
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providing them with US government protection. Section two of the Indian
Removal Act (1830) states that:
It shall and may be lawful for the President to exchange any or all
of such districts ... for the whole or any part or portion of the territory
claimed and occupied by such tribe or nation, within the bounds of
any one or more of the states or territories.

The choice of words in this document needs to be scrutinized. The words
"claimed and occupied" were used and this word choice avoided stating that
indigenous nations owned their land. According to the United States government,
Indigenous nations did not own their land, thus the government could take it away
from them.
The indigenous nations most affected by the Indian Removal act were the
Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Seminole. These indigenous
communities resisted the relocation of their people as these communities or nations
maintained deep connections to the lands of their ancestors. Despite this, these
communities were coerced to relocate. PBS’s “Indian Removal” describes the
response from the five native nations. The Choctaw were the first to sign the
removal in 1830. The Seminole nation refused to leave, and as result their tribes
fought the Second Seminole War during the years of 1835 to 1842. Those that
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remained fought the Third Seminole War in order to remain on their ancestral land.
The Creeks signed the removal treaty in March of 1832. Part of Alabama land was
then occupied by the colonists. By 1836, members of the Creeks who remained in
their land were removed by the orders of the Secretary of War. PBS (1998)
indicates that around 15,000 creeks who had not signed the removal treaty were
forced to relocate.
The Cherokee nation also met a tragic ending because of the Indian Removal
Act. PBS (1998) explains that a dissenting group among the Cherokee nation
agreed to sign the Treaty of New Echota. The United States Government would be
able to evict Cherokee people from their land in the next two years under this
treaty. Most Cherokees objected because they refused to leave their homeland. In
1838, 2,000 Cherokees had relocated but 16,000 remained. A mass of 7,000 army
troops were dispatched to compel Cherokees to flee immediately, leaving them no
time to gather their valuables. The Cherokee people set off to the west on what is
now known as the “Trail of Tears.” Members of this indigenous nation suffered
from starvation, weariness, and contagious diseases during their trek westward
towards the Oklahoma Territory.
In addition to the Indian Removal Act of 1830, the U.S government enacted
the Dawes Act in 1887. This act is also known as the General Allotment Act or
Dawes Severalty Act. According to the National Park Service (2021), this law gave
authority to the U.S government to divide lands inhabited by Indigenous
populations. By passing this act, the U.S government attempted to assimilate
Indigenous communities into mainstream American society. The assimilation of
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members of Indigenous populations meant the destruction of their culture.
Indigenous communities that accepted this agreement received 160 acres or 320
acres of land that could be used for farming. The Dawes Act would be beneficial
for those Indigenous to North America, but the land that was given to them was
already controlled by Native tribes. In addition, this land was mostly not suitable
for productive agriculture. National Park Services (2021) writes that in the end,
indigenous populations in the United States ended up losing most of the 150
million acres of land they had controlled. More specifically, the U.S government
seized 90 million acres of territory that belonged to indigenous nations.
Conclusion
This inquiry has sought to establish that indeed under British colonialism and
American dominance, those Indigenous to North America experienced a
devastating fate. Not only were there an exchanges of ideas between English
colonists and Indigenous populations, but there was also the introduction of newly
introduced contagious diseases to the New World. This paper focused on two
areas: the Virginia Eastern Shore and the Midcontinent Area. Our effort was to
cogently argue that although all indigenous communities suffered directly or
indirectly from European diseases, members of these communities were affected in
other ways as well. Another important factor that led to members of indigenous
nations to suffer under British colonialism was the genocidal violence that was
imposed upon them. Under British colonialism, Indigenous nations were forced to
“share” their land with English settlers. They were forced to deal with and even to
assimilate into a new culture as English colonists attempted to eradicate indigenous
populations and their culture. Finally, another important factor that shaped the
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tragic fate of Indigenous nations of North America is the systematic relocation of
their members. Through the Indian Removal and Dawes Act, English-American
settlers were able to systematically force the removal and relocation millions of
Indigenous communities, leaving behind their sacred lands.
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